
VENUE  
 
The symposium is held in the Palazzo di Brera, via Brera 26, in the meeting room of the Lombard 
Academy of Sciences and Letters; via Brera is in the downtown. 
 
Milan can be reached by plane with the arrival at the city airport Linate, or at Malpensa airport, or even at 
Orio al Serio airport.  
 
How to reach the Brera area:  
-From Linate take the bus X73 to San Babila bus stop and then the bus n. 61 to via Pontaccio bus stop  
-From Malpensa take the Malpensa Express train to Cadorna station and then M2 underground line (Lanza) 
or the bus to Central train Station (Stazione Centrale) 
-From Orio al Serio take the bus to the Central Station.  
- From the Central Station :  

• Underground lines (Metro-M): take  M2 - Green Line (P.za Abbiategrasso or Assago direction) or 
M3 - Yellow Line (San Donato direction) underground lines. (by bus or tram it takes longer) 

  
You can also reach Milan by train:  
Milan has five train stations, but high-speed trains (such as the Tgv from Paris) stop at the Central Station or 
at Garibaldi station.  
To reach the Brera area from the Central Station see above.  
To reach it from Garibaldi station take the M2 underground line.  
 
By car: 
various motorways; click on: https://www.mediolanum.com/ITA/12528_12588.html 
once arrived in Milan you can look how to reach Brera, from the map at the link shown below “Brera area”. 
 
Obviously you can take a taxi: parking outside the stations, right and left from the Central Station, in front of 
the entrance or the other stations.  
 
From the city to reach the Brera area there are many possibilities:  

• UNDERGROUND: the nearest stations are Lanza - Green Line (M2 line), Montenapoleone - Yellow 
Line (M3 line) and Cairoli - Red Line (M1 line)  

• BUS: the nearest bus stops are via Monte di Pietà or via Pontaccio (route 61) and Foro Bonaparte 
(route 57)  

• TRAM: the nearest stops are via Cusani (routes 1-2-12-14) and Lanza (route 4)  
 

Further information: 
• map Via Brera area- link: https://goo.gl/maps/7Dggt6ySdsWeZ1ke8 

  
• hotels in the Brera area - link:  https://goo.gl/maps/Wf4SyJELWY2rfXhj8  
If you click in the map on the individual hotels you can find all the information and photos of the hotels, 
where you can also book.  
 
• Finally, for information on the Milan underground network, click on: 

https://giromilano.atm.it/images/schema_rete_metro.jpg 
 

 
For further information you can write to: earth@mi.infn.it. 
	


